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PURPOSE 

 The focus of this presentation is to provide 
participants with an overview of the 
development and implementation of Oregon’s 
2015-16 statewide assessment accessibility 
supports for English/Language Arts and 
Mathematics. 



   

 
 

 
   

 
  
  

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
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 Provide an historical overview of Smarter 
Balanced assessment accessibility supports 
and item development 

Overview of the 2015-16 Oregon Accessibility 
Manual 

Demonstration of accessibility supports via 
Smarter Balanced practice test. 
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Smarter Balanced Accessibility 

Historical Overview 



    

   
 

 
  

  

Smarter Balanced Accessibility (History) 
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 Test Administration Student Accessibility Work 
Group (TASA) (Fall 2011-Summer 2014) 

Usability, Accessibility and Accommodations 
Guidelines Advisory Committee (UAAG) 
(Summer 2014-Present) 

 Accessibility Supports Iterative Process 



    
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Test Administration Student Accessibility 
(TASA) 
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Developed Initial Smarter Balanced Test 
Administration Manual (TAM) 

Worked with researchers and practitioners in 
the field to develop initial accessibility 
supports categories and supports 

 Reviewed pilot and field test items for 
accessibility issues 

**OR had 2 Representatives 
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Stages of Item Development 

Author 
Training 

Item 
Authoring 

Item 
Review 

Embed 
Supports 

Field 
Testing 

Data 
Review 

Operational 
Deployment 
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Quality Criteria Checklist: 
Accessibility and Engagement 
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Quality Criteria Checklist: 
Bias and Sensitivity 

Question Answer (Yes/No) 

Criterion 1: Fairness 
Does the item contain topics that are fair as identified in the Smarter 
Balanced Bias/Sensitivity Guidelines? Yes No 

Criterion 2: Topics to be Avoided 
Does the item contain a topic, word, or phrase used primarily in a 
specific region or localized context? Yes No 

Does the item contain a topic, word, or phrase associated with a 
specific religion? Yes No 

Does the item contain jargon (a topic, word, or phrase associated with 
a specific trade or occupation)? Yes No 

Does the item contain an idiom? Yes No 
Does the item contain a topic, word, or phrase to be avoided as per 
the Smarter Bias and Sensitivity Guidelines? Yes No 

Criterion 3: Topics to be Treated with Care 

Does the item contain a topic identified in the Smarter Balanced Bias 
and Sensitivity Guidelines as one to be treated with care? Yes No 

Are the topics treated appropriately? Yes No 
Criterion 4: Stereotypes 

Does the item avoid stereotypes? Yes No 
Does the item use appropriate group labels? Yes No 
Criterion 5: Representation of Diversity 

Does the item include appropriate representation of diversity? Yes No 
Does the rubric account for all valid and distinct solution paths that 
are likely to be developed by students? Yes No 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context and Language that is fairAvoidance of invalid knowledgeTopics to avoidTopics to treat with careAvoiding stereotypesAppropriate labels for groupsRepresentation of diversityFull guidelines available at: www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/TaskItemSpecifications/Guidelines/BiasandSensitivity/BiasandSensitivityGuidelines.pdf
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Linguistic Complexity Rubric 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rubric used as a guide throughout developmentAccessibility experts will rate items (stem and options) in final form to be included as part of metadata Text DensityThe average of information density and passage lengthLanguage Form and StructureSimple sentences – Complex sentencesVocabularyEveryday vocabulary – Technical words/metaphors/idiomatic expressionsEDL Core VocabularyConstruct relevant vocabularyH.Gary Cook and Rita MacDonald,  Wisconsin Center for Education Research, University of Wisconsin-Madison(44 page Manual on the use of the tool)
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Item Properties Assessed During 
Data Review 

Difficulty 

Discrimination 

Differential Item Functioning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For difficult items (AIS < .10), ask, Why might the item be difficult?Is the answer key correct? Is the keyed correct response truly the only correct response?Does the item measure a challenging aspect of the curriculum?Do students typically have difficulty with the concept or skill?Was something about the item ambiguous or confusing?Is any one distractor too attractive or partially correct? What time of year is the concept typically taught? How much exposure to the content/skill would students likely have had?For easy items (AIS > .95), ask, Why might the item be easy?Does the item assess a fundamental concept that students are expected to already know and master by the grade level?Does the item assess knowledge/skills to which students have had extensive exposure?Are distractors unattractive to students who do not have the knowledge/skill?Does something in the item clue the correct response?Are students likely getting the item correct for the wrong reason(s)?Item Discrimination, Evaluates how well an item distinguishes between examinees of high and low ability (as measured by the total test score)For items flagged for a low item-total correlation, ask “Why might the item discriminate poorly?”Is the item also easy (high percent correct for key)? Are distractors unattractive to students who do not have the knowledge/skill?Is something confusing or ambiguous about the item?For items flagged because a distractor has a high  item-total correlation, ask:Does the distractor represent a common error or misconception, even for higher-performing students?Is the distractor too attractive or partially correct?DIF is the tendency of a test question to be especially difficult/easy for a specified group of test takers, after controlling for the overall ability of the group.Focal group vs. reference group
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Universal Tools, Designated Supports and 
Accommodations 
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Universal Tools, Designated Supports and 
Accommodations 



    

   
   

   
   

 
 

 
 

UAAG Advisory Committee 
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 Ensure states update UAA Guidelines keeping 
in mind validity, effectiveness, and feasibility 

 Ensure member states receive robust support 
from the Consortium to increase test usability 
and accessibility 

 Follow the Consortium’s established 
consensus and research-based process in 
committee work 



    UAAG Advisory Committee 
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UAAG Iterative Process 

1. Educator fills out 
recommendation 
for Accessibility 
Support Form 

2. Internal  ODE 
Team Reviews 

3. Oregon 
Accessibility 

Panel Reviews 

4. Smarter Balanced 
UAAG  and 

Researchers Review 

5. Smarter 
Balanced K-12 

Leads Vote 

6. New UAAG 

7. Oregon 
Accessibility 

Manual (OAM) 
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OREGON’S 
Assessment Accessibility Supports 

HTTP://WWW.ODE.STATE.OR.US/SEARCH/PAGE/?ID=487 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Oregon Department of Education (ODE) strives to provide every student with a positive and productive assessment experience, generating results that are a fair and accurate estimate of each student’s achievement….In the process of developing its next-generation assessments to measure students’ knowledge and skills as they progress toward college and career readiness, ODE recognizes that the validity of assessment results depends on each and every student having appropriate supports when needed based on the constructs being measured by the assessment. DEFINITIONS:�Universal ToolAccess features of the assessment that are either provided as digitally delivered components of the test administration system or separate from it. Universal tools are available to all students based on student preference and selection.Designated SupportAccess features of the assessment available for use by any student for whom the need has been indicated by an educator (or team of educators working with the parent/guardian and student). They are either provided as digitally delivered components of the test administration system or separate from it.Embedded designated supports must be assigned to the student in the Test Information Distribution Engine (TIDE) or from the TA Interface prior to test administrationAccommodationChanges in procedures or materials that increase equitable access during the statewide assessments. Assessment accommodations generate valid assessment results for students who need them; they allow these students to show what they know and can do. MANUAL: Toggle between sections using “Bookmark” symbol in left-hand margin! See “Change Log”!Final in October (in support of IEP team timelines) with expected Smarter Balanced UAAG mid-year update in Dec/Jan.

http://www.ode.state.or.us/SEARCH/PAGE/?ID=487


    

 
   

 
   

    

   
   

   

   
    

    

   
   

    

      
    

   

   
   

OREGON ACCESSIBILITY MANUAL 
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INDEX .......................................................................................................................................... 116 
CHANGE LOG............................................................................................................................... 117 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change Log: reviewSelection, Administration, and Evaluation of Accessibility SupportsRecommendation Process for Temporary and New Accessibility Supports.
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All accessibility supports a student receives on 
the statewide assessments should mirror the 
supports currently being provided in classroom 
instruction and assessments. 
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Smarter Balanced Accessibility 

Practice Test 
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Smarter Balanced ELA & MATH 
PRACTICE TESTS 

 Allow teachers, students and parents and other interested 
parties to experience a full grade-level assessment (Approx. 
30 items each in ELA and Math, as well as Performance Tasks) 

 ODE highly recommends that every student take the practice 
and test before taking the summative assessments. 

 The practice test can assist IEP/504 teams to determine which 
universal tools, designated supports and accommodations are 
needed for each individual student to be successful on the 
new assessments. 

 oaksportal.org 

http:oaksportal.org
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Practice Test Demonstration 

http://oaksportal.org/students 

http://oaksportal.org/students/
http://oaksportal.org/students/


  

 

  
 

 

 

Accessibility Supports 

 Refreshable Braille Interface  (JAWS Screen 
Reader) 

 Speech to Text 
 Scribe 
Human Read Aloud 
 10 x10 Multiplication Grid 
Noise Buffers 
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QUESTIONS….. 

• To what extent does the evidence support a 
match to students? 

• To what extent does the evidence identify 
gaps in the match to students? 
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QUESTIONS….. 

• Based on the accessibility supports that 
Smarter Balanced provides at this time, are 
there additional supports you think should be 
included for all students, students with 
disabilities, and ELs? 

• Are there currently any steps that ODE and 
Smarter Balanced are missing in regard to the 
process of approving future accessibility 
supports? 
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